Upscaling of subsurface data is an undesirable task that is difficult to avoid. Upscaling is generally necessary because our subsurface geologic data are more dense than geologic models can use, and most geologic models are too detailed to flow simulate in practical time frames. In many geologic models, upscaling is done twice. Blocking upscales wireline log data, and the model is upscaled again when the geologic grid is resampled to the coarse fluid flow simulation grid. Experienced modelers are aware that they can build a geologic simulation directly to a coarse grid, but most generally seek more to include more geologic detail. Detail can makes models more visually realistic, but does not necessarily produce a more realistic flow model. Modelling in the simulation grid can provide certain advantages, if the workflow is modified to address issues of scale.
In any grid, the smallest object that can be explicitly modeled is the size of one cell. Smaller scale features can be represented by assigning cells the appropriate composite property, or attributes such as net-to-gross. When using well logs to model rock property data, most modelling software provides several useful options for upscaling the log data directly to a coarse grid. Pushing all upscaling to the log/core scale makes it easier to compare the detailed log data to the upscaled property. It is also possible to build an ultra-fine single grid cell model to calibrate upscaling in all three dimensions. Traditional reservoir-scale modelling tools can simulate a variety of small-scale rock structures, and assign properties conforming to well or core data. It may be necessary build several grid cell models for more complex reservoir lithologies. The rock properties, once appropriately upscaled and calibrated, can then be distributed inside a simple Boolean model that partitions major rock types, or in more homogeneous reservoirs, rock properties can be assigned with sequential Gaussian simulation alone.
Grid-to-grid upscaling is commonly less intuitive. It is sometimes difficult to validate the accuracy of a fine grid model, especially where interpretations conflict. Perhaps the worst solution of all is to significantly upscale twice, first in well blocking and then again from fine grid to a coarse grid. Each round of upscaling distorts the rock properties further.
Geologic modelling in a coarse grid is particularly appropriate where primary data are sparse, where very large reservoirs must be modeled, and where it is important to build many multiple models to evaluate uncertainty. New discoveries and exploration prospects are places where this method is particularly useful.
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